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Abstract8

A company wishing to operate successfully and maintain competitive advantage in the9

changing environment needs to be strategically oriented. That indicates that it has to10

transform strategy into measurable goals and adjust organizational structure to processes and11

strategy and not vice versa, perceive strategy as a continuous process, constantly inform all12

employees on all levels and manage changes with active leadership. The significance of13

intangible assets as described in this article is undoubtedly increasing. The introduction of a14

balanced system of indicators into the business practice of the majority of companies15

generates a possibility for innovative renewal of business processes which can be carried out16

with the help of cognitions of the Dialectical Systems Theory on systems thinking/behavior.17

All innovations of non-technical type, particularly innovations of values, culture, ethics and18

norms, play an important role.19

20

Index terms— balanced system of indicators, renewal of business processes, innovation, systems thinking21
/behavior, dialectical systems theory.22

how to, finally, increase the value of the unit of ownership capital (value per share or unit of business share).23
BSC illustrates a strategic managerial system (i.e. an instrument) which is also a communicative tool and a24
system of measurement at the same time and it largely deals with intangible assets and the use of more holistic25
approaches in realizing business strategies than companies have been using until now. BSC as a balanced system26
(i.e. complex entity) of indicators has been through more phases, each being more perfected than the previous27
one. The first phase was used between 1990-1992 (indicators as an assessment tool or an improved system of28
measurement), the second phase was in use from 1992-1996 (the development of indicators from top to bottom29
into a management tool), the third phase has been in use since 1996 (indicators as a strategic communicative30
tool). The fourth generation of a balanced system of indicators, which is supposed to additionally focus on the31
internal control of companies’ operations, is now in the preparation or completion phase.32

The indicated co-use of DST cognitions in the renewal of business processes which are a result of BSC33
implementation opens a possibility of reflection on a new paradigm of companies’ operations in the sense of34
considering the demands for sustainable development. It is about the connection among economic, social and35
environmental aspects of operations in an individual company. Management in companies would transform itself36
into values-oriented sustainable management, which presents the basis for a sustainable development of each37
company.38

1 II. A Strategically Oriented Companyan Innovative Company39

A strategic -innovative company is deemed able to transform strategies into actions, use synergies in operations,40
understand the defined strategy as everyday work and carry it out as a continuous process. The use of BSC41
enables all that. Problems in most companies arise at the point when companies using BSC realize they have42
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6 A) BSC AS A STRATEGIC MANAGERIAL SYSTEM

to renew their predominating habits in order to renew their business processes and Introduction n the article,43
we will focus on the renewal of business processes triggered by the introduction of Balanced Scorecard (BSC) as44
a managerial system/tool into the business practice of companies. Cognitions available in theory and practice45
will be upgraded with cognitions of the Dialectical Systems Theory (DST) which we believe can help in solving46
organization-developmental dilemmas companies are facing in today’s operations in competitive environment.47

The holistic concept of the renewal of business processes with considering the principles of DST in conditions48
which the majority of companies operate in is an opportunity if not a necessity as DST directs people toward more49
holism of approach and wholeness of outcomes with the help of creative interdisciplinary cooperation. Taking into50
consideration the significance of intangible assets indicates a more holistic approach, as it is an essential condition51
for the existence of each company. The basic challenge of today’s management and leadership in companies is52
how to use intangible and tangible assets in favor of measurable results or use a new strategy to preserve their53
competitive advantage in the market and satisfy the expectations of all involved. Regarding cognitions of DST54
on the point when we decide to renew business processes is useful from the viewpoint of sustained development55
of the company. In the past, it applied that a company (with the use of BSC) with new focus, adjustment56
and learning achieved nonlinear successfulness, which means that the whole was actually a lot bigger than the57
sum of individual parts (Kaplan, Norton, 2001). The shortcoming of the past was too little wholeness, which58
was a characteristic of companies, which did not succeed in becoming strategically oriented. Today’s innovative59
companies need management mastering strategies, not only tactics.60

2 III.61

3 The Importance of Intangible Assets in Innovative Renewal62

of Business Processes in a Company63

In companies operating in developed market economies tangible fixed assets have not been a subject of economic64
analyses for a long time, or at least they do not play an important role in connection with company evaluation or65
feasibility study of individual projects. They play a more important role only with bank calculations of companies’66
credit standing. Management in innovative companies is aware of the fact that tangible assets (tangible fixed67
assets) in balance sheets of companies are too often overvalued, as these are specific assets which cannot be68
entirely used in business processes outside the respective company. This fact causes that the recoverable value69
(fair value lowered for costs of sale) is substantially lower than net book value in most cases. After the year 199570
there has been a distinctive trend of growth in the significance of intangible assets. The data on the increasing71
share of intangible assets in the value of companies show bigger and bigger influence of intangible assets. The72
average share of intangible assets in the value of companies in the year 1982 was 38 %, in 1992 it was already73
62% and recently 75 % (Niven, 2006). Intangible assets are fixed assets as they are parts of a company within74
the basic activity and are assets which are held long-term for the production or provision of products, services,75
leasing or office needs, but do not exist physically (SRS, 2 Jan.76

4 2006).77

The newest research assigns or forecasts only 15 % share in the market estimate of companies’ value to tangible78
assets. When discussing the significance of the Balanced Scorecard as a managerial system of companies, one79
needs to be aware that until recently only technological innovations played an important role; non-technological80
innovations which, combined with technological ones, are a motive power of development and an indicator of a81
company’s innovative aptitude are (were) neglected. In its developmental cycle the Balanced Scorecard slightly82
refers to non-technological innovations as well and also mentions them in the context of intangible assets. This83
refers to the aspect of learning and growth as well as the viewpoint of internal business processes, which enable84
a company to possess the infrastructure for achieving ambitious goals. This provides room for BSC.85

5 IV.86

The Role of BSC in Innovative Renewal of Business Processes in a Company87

6 a) BSC as a Strategic Managerial System88

Gaining feedback and control over short-term businesses with the help of mostly financial and less nonfinancial89
indicators is characteristic of past operations in companies, which today operate as innovative companies in90
the extent in which they changed their management method, if today we understand the management as a91
coordination of processes in a company. BSC emphasizes that financial as well as nonfinancial indicators must be92
a part of an information system for employees on all levels. The goals and indicators of success in BSC originate93
from the process from top to bottom, which is led by the mission and strategy of a business unit (or wider: a94
company). BSC changes the mission and strategy into tangible goals and indicators representing balance between95
external indicators for shareholders and clients and internal indicators of key business processes, innovations,96
learning, and growth. Balance is also present among indicators of past success and future operations and among97
objective result-indicators and subjective motive-powers of their successfulness. Innovative companies do not use98
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BSC as a tactical or operative system but as a strategic managerial system (i.e. network of instruments) within99
which the following processes are carried out (Kaplan, Norton, 2000): -Explaining and realization of vision and100
strategy, -Intervention and connection of strategic goals and indicators, -Planning, goal setting and adjustment101
of strategic initiatives, -More effective obtaining of strategic feedback and improvement of learning processes.102

7 b) Noticed Shortcomings Until Now103

In the period from the beginning of the BSC use in business practice at the start of the 1990’s until today104
shortcomings in the BSC use as a strategic managerial system have been noticed. These shortcomings also came105
across the dilemma of connectivity of BSC as a managerial system with sustainable development of a company.106

Fundamental starting points, which basically need to be focused on, are ethics of interdependence, forming107
a suitable culture of a company, and the use of In contrast to the General Systems Theory, which draws its108
starting points from nature, DST results from the human being’s work process and the role of the human being109
in reality. Unlike the general systems theory DST represents its upgrade and criticism at the same time. It is110
about an attack on one-sidedness of viewpoints about solving (in our case) business problems in favor of holism.111
We get wholeness if we comprise systemics, systematics, dialectics, materialism at the same time ??Mulej, 1996).112
Therefore, as Mulej pointed out, DST presents a way of thinking which tries to attain proportional wholeness with113
the use of a system of all essential and only essential viewpoints of object under consideration. In a word, modern114
treatment of modern complexity asks for combining specialization and systems thinking and operations into a115
capability that is trans-disciplinary in order to exceed the borders of individual sciences and bad connectivity of116
sciences in order to practice creative cooperation in terms of requisite holism.117

In entrepreneurial business practice the Dialectical Systems thinking/behavior means that leaders and other118
influential people may not allow for the prevalence of a traditional way of thinking if a company is to master119
modern conditions. Thus, the following may not happen (Mulej, 2000):120

-Co-workers, equipment, raw material are not complementary enough by their difference, -Equipment, raw121
material, knowledge and values of people are not updated enough, -Co-workers and organizational units are122
isolated from one another instead of cooperating creatively as much as possible and needed, -Anyone demands123
that only one person is always right instead of being always prepared to listen to others, mostly to those who are124
specialized in different fields, have different opinions and suggestions, -Anybody turns down new ideas too quickly125
instead of allowing them to be developed gradually and offering possible and required help, -Anyone claims that126
nature is something else than people; therefore, it is not necessary to perceive mankind as an important part of127
nature and natural environment as an important part of human life, a source of raw material and a dumping128
ground. Within the innovative renewal of business processes DST offers a general methodological basis of work129
with which we attempt to consider all essential and only essential characteristics of the discussed phenomena,130
including its environment and their changing (the same applies to interconnections). The structure of DST is131
the following (Mulej, 2000):132

-Three elements: two systems of guidelines (for subjective starting points which can be influenced and play an133
extremely important role, (1) to define objectives, (2) to realize objectives) and the methodology for modeling134
creative cooperation and -Three relations between them: the law of hierarchy of succession and interdependence,135
the law of entropy, the law of requisite holism. Consideration based on the cognitions of DST can be particularly136
useful within the process of innovation inside the viewpoint of internal business processes, where it is basically137
about defining the client’s needs and later satisfaction thereof. Quality definition of clients’ needs and innovative138
offer of products and services in the market with which one outruns competitors presents the basis for suitable139
organization of internal business processes including operative processes. It refers to searching »voids« and140
opportunities by using the general methodological basis141

8 b) Innovation of Values, Culture, Ethics and Norms in a142

Company143

There is a lot of literature on ’knowledge management’, but the fact that the use of knowledge depends on its user’s144
values remains overlooked. For example: if one has learned to shoot, it does not depend on the skill/knowledge145
weather one will shoot at a person or a paper target. Values of an influential person attract others and expand146
into culture, i.e. common values of the entire group, for example, political parties, professional societies, circles147
of friends, and similar. When a culture prevails in wider circles of people it becomes ethics, i.e. a system (i.e.148
complex network) of prevailing society values, e.g. democratic, Hitler-style, Stalin-style, Christian, Islamic and149
the like. When ethics prevail, prevailing norms arise and, therefore, regulate the conduct of individuals wishing150
to be acceptable in their social environment (In more detail in: ??ulej, ?enko, 2002).151

Values, culture, ethics and norms can be progressively oriented, that is in the way that enables people to152
use their knowledge and other skills to promote good quality of life by means of supporting and carrying out153
invention-innovation-diffusion processes. They can also be oriented reactionary, meaning that they obstruct154
invention-innovation-diffusion processes in order to preserve old relationships which they probably benefit from.155

In the modern global market, which nobody can hide from anymore, innovations are indispensable that do not156
apply only to knowledge and resulting products and procedures, but also and mostly to values, culture, ethics157
and norms on which it depends for which purposes people use their knowledge.158
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14 A. MONOPOLIZATION INSTEAD OF FREE MARKET

At this point, it is useful to use the seven principles with which the European Union built systems behavior into159
practice by the use of ISO 26000 on social responsibility (EU, 2011; ISO, 2010; Mulej idr, 2012a; ??ulej, 2012b).160
Here principles are summarized in short; they are fully available in ISO (2010), and translated in Slovenian in161
(Mulej idr. 2012a).162

9 i. (Official) Responsibility = Accountability163

The principle is: an organization is supposed to be officially responsible for its influence on the society, economy164
and natural environment. It says that an organization is supposed to accept suitable rules and the responsibility165
to follow them.166

Official responsibility addresses the responsibility of leaders to react when an organization wants to control167
them and the responsibility of an organization to react to legal authorities when laws and regulations are168
concerned.169

Official responsibility for general influence of decisions and actions for society and natural environment also170
means that an organization must react differently to those it influences with its decisions and actions and to171
society in general, regarding the nature of its influence and circumstances.172

10 ii. Transparency173

The principle is: an organization is supposed to ensure transparency of its decisions and actions which influence174
society and natural environment. An organization is supposed to reveal in a clear, exact and complete way and175
on a sensible and sufficient level the policy, decisions and actions which it is responsible for, including its known176
and fairly probable influences on society and natural environment. This information is supposed to be available177
at all times, directly accessible and understandable for those who were or could be under an important influence178
of the organization. It is supposed to be timely and in accordance with facts as well as presented in a clear and179
objective way in order B180

to enable the stakeholders to exactly estimate the influence of decisions and actions of an organization on their181
interests.182

iii. Ethical Practices183
The principle is: an organization is supposed to act ethically.184
The practices of an organization are supposed to be based on values of trust, fairness and integrity. These185

values indicate care for people, animals and natural environment as well as a wow that it addresses the influences186
of its actions and decisions on interests of the stakeholders.187

11 iv. Respecting the Interests of Stakeholders188

The principle is: an organization is supposed to respect and take into consideration the interests of stakeholders189
and react to them.190

Although goals of an organization may be limited to interest of its owners, members, clients or founders, other191
individuals or groups may as well have rights, demands or special interests which are supposed to be considered.192
Collectively such individuals or groups form stakeholders.193

12 v. Respecting International Norms of Conduct194

The principle is: an organization is supposed to respect international norms of conduct and at the same time195
comply with the principle that it respects the rule of law.196

When the law or its application does not ensure proper safeguard for natural environment and society, an197
organization should attempt to respect, as a minimum, international norms of conduct.198

In countries where law or its application is in conflict with international norms of conduct an organization199
should attempt to respect such norms in the widest extent possible.200

13 vi. Respecting Human Rights201

The principle is: an organization is supposed to respect human rights and recognize them as important and202
universal.203

The use of such principles is essential because the global market is being misused by the most influential. For204
better understanding let us summarize only three such misuses because of which the innovation of values, culture,205
ethics and norms toward more dialectically-systemic or -in other words -socially responsible behavior is essential206
for the existence of modern mankind.207

14 a. Monopolization Instead of Free Market208

By studying 30 million commercial organizations Vitali, Glattfelder in Battiston (2011) discovered the reality of209
network of the most influential companies, where all threads originate from ownership in transnational companies.210
Answer: the most influential ’players’ have ten times more power/command/control as could be expected211
according to their wealth. 737 supreme holders of command accumulate 80 % of control over the value of all212
transnational companies. Among these 737 most influential groups are 49 mutual funds. The authors estimate213
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that 40 % of control over transnational companies is handled by only 147 companies. Thus the stakeholders in214
these core companies as well as these 147 companies hold actual power in the global network of companies. b.215
Indebtedness of Developed Countries Stojan (2012) indicates the levels of gross national debt of some European216
countries in percentage of GDP (source: OECD Economic Outlook, December 2011): it is higher than ever,217
often much beyond 100%. The total amount of national debts in the world is equal to the entire annual world218
GDP (Stanovnik, 2012). If the debts are to be covered, there is nothing left for daily life or investments. In219
2011, the USA postponed the problem of national bankruptcy by the Senate raising the level of officially allowed220
indebtedness (this issue is tabled in 2013 too). There is no clear and useful concept for the recovery of the USA’s221
economy: domestic demand is weak, the demand elsewhere also does not increase, but the debts do (Kenda,222
2012, Roach, 2012, Roubini, 2010, 2012).223

15 c. Bank Imperialism and Tax Evasion224

By the help of leading world banks the world elite of super-wealthy people is hiding unbelievable 21 thousand225
billion dollars (perhaps even 32 thousand billion) in tax oases -the amount of GDP of Japan and the USA226
combined (Ple?nar, 2012). These are some emphases from the report on the research by James Henry, former227
leading economist in the consulting firm McKinsey, published by the British newspaper The Observer. The228
money was invested in tax oases by around 10 million individuals from all over the world; however, some 10229
trillion are in the hands of only 92,000 people or only 0,001% of the world population. If these super-wealthy230
people paid taxes on their 21 trillion dollars in bank oases, the entire Africa could recover and problems of Euro231
area could be solved. Ten leading private banks are managing 4,000 billion of such investments or almost three232
times more than five years before. Four biggest British banks have 1,200 branches in tax oases.233

Renewal of values, culture, ethics and norms and support to it with renewal of business processes is needed.234
BSC can support it.235

16 a) The Definition of Business Processes236

The basic division of business processes is focused on key, support, and management processes. All are important237
in company’s operations, particularly management processes, which monitor and direct the key and support238
processes. business process is a collection of logically linked tasks which are carried out aimed at reaching a239
business result. They add that the process includes two important characteristics. The first one is that the240
process includes a buyer, the second that the business process exceeds the organizational borders and it is in241
general independent of any formal organizational structure. ? Pursuing company’s activities is regarded as its242
business process. The latter is a precondition for the realization of the ultimate goal of a company, which is243
gaining profit. A company performs its economic task in the society with proportionately continuous repetition244
of a certain combination of work procedures, which is the essence of its business process called the process of245
reproduction in a company. In the production company the latter includes three phases: purchase of all business246
elements, production, and sales. In market economy one cannot carry out all three phases of the business process,247
if these partial processes are not continuously supplied with financial resources. Therefore, the integral part of248
the reproduction process in a company is also the process of financing (Pu?ko and Rozman 1992, 30). Humans249
and their satisfaction should not be forgotten about either (?arotar, ?i?ek, 2012). ? Turk ??1987, ??98) says250
that a business process is a whole of interconnected partial processes, which ensure the planned effects and a251
whole of tasks which are connected with ensuring efficiency and successfulness of these processes.252

Regardless of which definition we find relevant, business processes undoubtedly flow through organizational253
structures and are many times invisible. When the company’s management tries to renew the business operations254
in an innovative way, it faces all processes in the company (invisible ones included), which leads to the renewal255
of business processes in whole.256

17 b) Dimensions of Business Process Renewal257

There are reasons for each business process renewal. Many authors (for example Hammer and Champy, Kaplan258
and Norton, Child, Mchugh, Grover and Malhotra) defined different reasons of companies’ managements for the259
business processes renewal, which is supposed to be as innovative as possible. In our view, Manganelli and Klein260
summed up findings best; they define three reasons for the renewal of business processes as follows (Manganelli,261
Klein, 1994):262

-Management’s concerns because of the downturn of profit, market share and similar, -Fear of aggressive263
competition or changing of the market, -Ambitiousness of the management that wants to increase the market264
share, enter new markets and alike.265

The most often mentioned definition of the renewal of business processes is (Hammer and Champy, 1993):266
the renewal of business processes is a basis for a fresh consideration of business processes and their thorough267
remodeling with the purpose of achieving great improvements of key indicators of efficiency such as costs, product268
and service quality and speed.269

Successful companies operate in a way that all their business processes can follow changes in business270
environment, which the company depends on. In order to be able to systematically start the renewal of business271
processes, different models of renewal have been developed. The advantages of business process modeling are272
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18 I. THE BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

(Davis, 2001): -The intention-orientation and exactness, -The united and consistent records, -The integration of273
processes, systems, organizations, information and data, -The enabling of checking and analyzing of connections,274
-The help in assessment and testing, -The basis for renewal of processes. There are three difficulty levels of275
business process renewal (Regan, 1995): -The business process improvement, -The business process reengineering276
and -The business process architecture (setting up new processes).277

18 i. The Business Process Improvement278

Based on the results of the analysis of operations and benchmarking, the management team portrays character-279
istics of the company’s business processes and then decides which ones to improve. The choosing of the type280
of the process activity follows. They differ according to complexity of change, size, and needs for financial and281
human resources.282

The improvement of operations processes is a set of activities, which is very limited in extent and it includes283
only a part of the process inside the chosen organizational unit. Here we define the starting and final points of284
the process, adjust the business plan and annual goals. The result of such project, which lasts approximately six285
months are improved operations, meanwhile, the mission of the department, organizational borders and structure286
do not change.287

However, the level of process hides traps. One of the main traps refers to the connections with other288
organizational parts. Local optimization may cause work duplication and, therefore, prolong the time for289
production and increase costs in another department if, for example, management eliminates shortcomings in290
one department only.291

ii. The Business Process Reengineering When the company’s management is more demanding or it is not292
satisfied with short-term improvements, it chooses a more extensive group of process activities -reengineering.293
These projects are much more extensive, as starting and final points of the process are in other organizational294
units. Different departments cooperate in the project; they can cooperate partially or fully. The goal of this295
level of renewal complexity is to gain improvement, whose results will be evident not earlier than in three or four296
next years. The results of a successfully carried out reengineering as methods of innovation will enable better297
operations in the next medium-term period.298

Typical reengineering in a company consists of two phases. The first phase includes identifying problems, data299
collection and the preparation of a process diagram (diagnostic review of the process) and it lasts approximately300
six months. In the second phase, the implementation of the suggested changes follows, which asks for a few301
additional months of work. The changes in the finished project are evident in the renewal of organizational302
borders; the present method of work and work instructions change and the employees’ competences increase,303
which leads to decrease of at least one level of management. The mission of the organization, however, does not304
change. The employees have to learn a new way of working, which means that the role of middle management305
in reengineering is very much changed. What is the greatest obstacle for reengineering to succeed? According to306
Keen (1997), it is the tradition. Reengineering is directed beyond the borders of individual departments into the307
entire company. That means that managers are supposed to comprehend the business completely, i.e. requisitely308
holistically.309

The comment of the article’s authors: not only managers, but also their co-workers are supposed to comprehend310
the business. According to experience, there are most problems with middle managers: their position usually311
changes the most, according to their estimations for worse. Their co-authorial cooperation would prevent their312
feeling that the novelty is being imposed on them and the dislike caused by the imposition, foremost, the313
imposition of novelties, which overthrow the known habits. Among the before mentioned types of innovations,314
innovations of management style, organization, methods of co-operation, values and habits need essential attention315
??Mulej, ?enko, 2008).316

An important key to success is visual picturing of the process. An integral part of projects is a process317
diagram, which illustrates obstacles as well as opportunities for improvement. A properly prepared diagram318
of activities and information flow will enable better understanding of problems, which will reflect in greater319
readiness to introduce changes. It is properly drawn-up when colleagues who the diagram applies to participate320
in its preparation and an advisor only methodologically helps. When preparing such a diagram, very useful321
methods are Mulej’s USOMID, de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats, Lateral Thinking and the like. ??Mulej, ed., 2012).322
Three decades of practical experience illustrate that fact. We will return to this.323

Reengineering is thus directed into achieving medium-term goals which are based on fierce market demands324
and increased pressure of the competition.325

iii. The New Business Process Architecture An integral part of the existing architecture of business processes326
in an individual company is its organizational structure. Organizational structure of a company is determined327
by different influential factors. This structure is determined by company’ basic activities, on one hand, and on328
the other hand, by company’s life cycle ??Becker, Kugeler, Rosemann, 2003, 95).329

The method of new architecture is the most comprehensive level of business renewal as it means focusing on330
the entire business rather than on individual departments or critical processes only. The project starts with a331
thorough analysis of market conditions, a review of a company’s strategy and operations in whole, and appointing332
the renewal team. Additional information Here, the process architecture will be an important tool.333

In the first phase, it is important to inform the management early, as its support and cooperation is essential334
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for the project success. In the second phase, the restructuring of the employees follows, as there are considerable335
personnel inconsistencies. Thus, one needs an education and retraining program as well as an employment plan336
for new employees with entirely different knowledge and skills.337

For successful usage of this method it is worth considering experience with the use of Mulej’s and de Bono’s338
methods; when renewing administrative work, methods of Ben Graham ’Paper Work Simplification’, which have339
been used in the world for last six decades continuously, should be considered.340

They can be well used also when the organization is introducing and improving the use of BSC.341

19 VII. A Possible Innovative Renewal of Business Processes in342

a Company343

When introducing BSC into the business practice, it is of essential significance to know the company (business344
policies in all extensiveness, company’s life cycle, organizational structure, business processes, and human345
resources), as only in this way we are able to qualitatively introduce and later efficiently use BSC as a strategic346
managerial system or tool. Introducing internal indicators connected with internal business processes (definition347
of client needs, innovation process, operative process, process of aftersales service, meeting client needs), in348
broader sense, refers to the quality of a business process and a process of learning and growth (human resources,349
information resources, organizational resources). Dilemmas often arise in users of BSC or management; dilemmas350
about the suitability of individual business processes and consequently dilemmas about the suitability of an351
existent organizational structure. It refers to the opportunity connected with the renewal of business processes;352
however, the needs of a company operating in changeable business conditions must be foremost fulfilled by all353
employees from the viewpoint of their characteristics. Everything that is connected with human resources is354
included in the viewpoint of learning and growth; only a requisitely holistic approach in defining this viewpoint,355
by using DST principles, can enable defining real strategic goals and indicators whose reaching will essentially356
support the reaching of all strategic goals and indicators defined in the viewpoint of internal business processes.357
Based on the defined goals and requisitely holistically defined indicators describing a part of enterprise strategy358
tied to internal business processes we can decide whether an innovative renewal of business processes needs to359
be carried out and about the choice of the dimension of renewal regarding the characteristics of a company and360
environment where the company is active.361

An analysis of the present given situation of knowledge, values, culture, ethics and norms, which are a given362
practice in a company, can contribute. This situation can be analyzed from the viewpoint of conformity of the363
given practice with the guidelines of DST and principles of social responsibility from ISO 26000. This can show364
us which characteristics of people we have to change. In the process of renewing these it is useful to use the365
method known as the Six Thinking Hats (De Bono, 2005). With this method we can find ideas how to renew366
these. In the next step, with methods from DST -USOMID we can put forward in practice the developed and367
chosen ideas without imposing them.368

More procedures of cooperation are possible; the below summarized is very promising as it promises a lot of369
wholeness instead of one-sidedness which leads into oversights and they lead into failures; the combination of370
USOMID and Six Thinking Hats enables the use of creativity for innovation (Mulej in Mulej, 2006; Table 2).371
People in groups think under each hat separately. ? Green = energy, novelty, creation, innovation, in order to372
be able to overcome all obstacles;373

? Blue = organization, mastering, control over procedure, thinking about thinking.374

20 Conclusion375

Business use of BSC as a strategic managerial system while simultaneously considering DST principles shows the376
complexity of business processes and their actual needs. One needs their innovative renewal in accordance with377
the needs of the environment where the company operates and for ensuring competitive capability of the company378
in long-term. The started innovative renewal of company’s business processes can also lead to the change of the379
company’s organizational structure. It is important to pay attention that such renewal is not in collision with the380
company’s business policy (vision, mission, purpose and basic goals) defined by the company’s top management381
and owners. The reasons for unsuccessful renewals of business processes are in people or management in companies382
and in their perception of holism and wholeness. Today, the concern for restoring sustainable development which383
would enable companies to attain not only competitiveness but survival in long-term period is becoming more384
and more important. BSC connects, in cause and effect way, financial and nonfinancial indicators and thus385
enables (while using DST cognitions) the connection between economic, environmental and social viewpoints of386
operations. There could originate a sustainable balanced system of indicators which could be a tool for value387
oriented sustainable management. 1388

1© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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business practice introduces the Balanced Scorecard
into companies’ operations too one-sidedly; therefore,
the law of entropy stands out too many times, as
interdependence is not taken into consideration enough.
The problems companies face when introducing the
Balanced Scorecard into their business practice in
transitional countries is not found in literature yet.
Empirical data are not yet available. In the USA, there
have already been suggestions for completion and
changes of indicators and criteria based on perceived
shortcomings. These are (Brown, 2007):

2013 i. Many criteria are obsolete; ii. No criterion measures ethics;
Y
ear

iii. There is still a problem in adjusting goals, strategies and criteria;

iv. Criteria are still not arranged to lower managerial
levels;

Volume
XIII
Is-
sue
III
Ver-
sion
I

v. Bonuses for the employees are still not connected with nonfinancial
criteria; vi. A lot of goals are still defined freely; vii. Criteria measuring
client satisfaction are still largely basic and need upgrading; viii. Criteria
for evaluating human capital are not accounted for enough or are completely
disregarded; ix. The use of pictogram is still intended for review only; x.
The Balanced Scorecard never includes some of the external factors which
could largely influence

B ( ) the company’s success. xi. Shorty, criteria are no holistic enough, hence
Global
Jour-
nal
of
Man-
age-
ment
and
Busi-
ness
Re-
search

application of DST might solve this problem. The Possibility of using DTS
Cognitions in Innovative Renewal V. of Business Processes in a Company a)
Basic cognitions of the Dialectical Systems Theory (DST)

systems thinking (Mulej et al., 2012). The present

Figure 2:
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1

Inventions and (potential) innovations -3
criteria

Results of inventions, potential innovations, innovations Official duty to create inventions, potential innovations, innovations

Content of inventions, suggestions, poten-
tial innovations, innovations

1. Radical 2.
Small

1. Duty 2. No
duty

1. Business program 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4.
2. Technical-technological 2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 2.4.
3. Organizational 3.1. 3.2. 3.3. 3.4.
4. Management style 4.1. 4.2. 4.3. 4.4.
5. Methods of management, work and
cooperation

5.1. 5.2. 5.3. 5.4.

6. Market operations style 6.1. 6.2. 6.3. 6.4.
7. Management procedure 7.1. 7.2. 7.3. 7.4
8. Values, culture, ethics and norms 8.1. 8.2. 8.3. 8.4.
9. Our habits 9.1. 9.2. 9.3. 9.4.
10. Habits of others 10.1. 10.2. 10.3. 10.4.

Figure 3: Table 1 :

2013
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Y
Volume XIII Issue III Version I
( )
Global Journal of Management and Business Research

Figure 4:
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together to create a result which represents value
for the client.
? A business process is a sum of logically linked
implementing and monitoring procedures which
result in a planned product or service. The efficiency
of the process can be defined and measured with
the results of resource consumption, which are used
to transform input into output quantities (Kova?i?,
2002, 26).
? The process defines the flow and transformation of
material, information, operations and decisions.
Business processes involve coherent, successively structured above-
functional activities with a very clearly distinctive start and end and
with input and output (Kova? 1998, 209). ? A business process includes
procedures, steps,

2013
ear
Y

technology and people who are required for
carrying out an important part of operations inside a
company. Usually a process intersects numerous organizational borders
inside a production unit and demands the adjustment beyond these
borders (Harrison, 1995, 67). ? A business process is a collection of
activities, which requires one or more kinds of input and creates a result
or effect, which means value for the buyer (Hammer in Champy 1993:
35). ? Davenport and Short (1990, 11-27) say that a

Volume
XIII
Issue
III
Ver-
sion
I
( ) B

VI. The
Def-
i-
ni-
tion
of
Busi-
ness
Pro-
cesses
and
their
Re-
newal

Global
Jour-
nal
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Man-
age-
ment
and
Busi-
ness
Re-
search

In domestic and foreign literature we found
more definitions of business processes:
? Hammer (2002, 27) defines a business process as
an organized group of connected activities working

Figure 5:
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Figure 6:

employees and eliminate procedures carried out
manually before. The finished project will have a new
organizational process structure with different technical
demands.
2013
ear
Y
Volume XIII Issue III Version I
( ) B
Global Journal of Management and Business Research
is gained by research and new technologies as well as
by comparing with competitors inside and outside the
branch (benchmarking). Information technology is
crucial in this method; it will partially substitute

Figure 7:
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as well) of the
chosen solu-
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to change the
old situation
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